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Jo Pearson creates a sophisticated and fun
party scape.

Materials needed
DCWV® Paper Pad, 12"x12" – The Lady Couture Stack (2)
Assorted Sized Hatboxes (3)
Wooden Eiffel Tower
Paint – Bright Pink
Feather Boas (2)
Headbands (8)
Rhinestones
Brad Rhinestones (20)
Plastic Candy Bags (8)
Safety Pins (4)
Metal chain
Jump Rings
Chocolates
Paintbrush
Jewelry Pliers
Grosgrain Ribbon, ¾" – Black
Satin Ribbon, ¼" – Black
Stapler
Low Heat Glue Gun
Scissors
Pattern Printed from michaels.com

Instructions
Tiaras
1. Using the tiara template, trace and cut tiara and flowers from assorted papers. Each completed flower will
require four flower layers to create.
2. Create a flower by creasing and crushing four flower petals.
3. Layer flowers together, pierce a hole through the center and insert rhinestone brad.
4. Adhere tiara, flowers, rhinestones and feathers to headband. Repeat to create eight tiaras total.
Purse Gift Bag/Name Plate
1. Cut a solid piece of paper to 12"x4 ½". Score and fold horizontally at 2½", 3", 6½" and 8" marks. Set aside.
2. Using the purse gift bag template, trace and cut trim, gift tag and flowers from assorted papers. Each
completed flower will require 4flower layers to create.
3. Create a flower by creasing and crushing four flower petals.
4. Layer flowers together, pierce a hole through the center, and insert rhinestone brad. Set aside.
5. Adhere trim to the front flap of bag. Cut off any excess paper around trim.
6. Open up bag flap and adhere thin ribbon across the ½" fold to create ribbon handle.
7. Fill plastic bag with chocolates. Insert and staple chocolate bag into folded gift bag.
8. Close and adhere front of bag flap and add flower.
9. Write guest’s name on smaller circle tag piece. Layer and adhere tag pieces together. Insert hole and attach
to bag using pliers, jump ring, and chain.
10. Repeat to create eight bags total.
Hatbox Centerpiece
1. Using the hatboxes as a template, trace and cut paper.
2. Adhere papers to hatboxes.
3. Adhere rhinestones and feather boa trim to hatbox.
4. Layer boxes and adhere. Tie with wide grosgrain ribbon.
Eiffel Tower
1. Paint wooden Eiffel Tower. Let dry.
2. Using the Eiffel Tower as a template, trace and cut papers (Pink).
3. Adhere papers to Eiffel Tower.
4. Create bottom base by tracing and cutting square paper. Adhere.
5. Adhere rhinestones.
Table Runner
1. Lay 12"x12" sheets at an angle so they are diamond shaped. Adhere pieces together to create table runner.
Feather Boa Table Corner Décor
1. Using the table corner template, trace and cut large flowers and circles from assorted papers. Each
completed flower will require four flower layers and one circle to create.
2. Create a flower by creasing and crushing four flower petals.

3. Layer flowers together, pierce a hole through the center, and insert rhinestone brad.
4. Adhere safety pin to the back of flower and attach to boa. Cover safety pin with circle. Repeat Steps 1-3 to
create four total.
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